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Summary of Principles

Many government agencies use automated decision-making systems (ADS) for public benefits coverage and enrollment decisions. By ADS we mean, broadly, systems that use standardized logic or algorithms to assess eligibility for and access to public benefits.¹ This includes not only sophisticated “big data” systems, such as programs that use machine learning to flag potentially fraudulent applications, but also much simpler protocols that enable coverage decisions with little or no active human judgment, such as evaluating eligibility criteria using available data.

At their best, ADS can facilitate access to needed services. For example, during the rollout of adult Medicaid expansion, many states used available data to identify adults enrolled in SNAP, the federal nutrition program for low-income people, and then sent these individuals shorter, simplified Medicaid enrollment forms.² This technological solution raised participation in the new Medicaid group by hundreds of thousands of people and opened the door to new opportunities for Medicaid and SNAP coordination.³

Unfortunately, ADS can also complicate access to public benefits or challenges to adverse decisions. Some ADS act like a “black box” by masking the underlying criteria that inform their outcomes – including discriminatory outcomes. Claims to proprietary information or concerns about “gaming” the system may thwart efforts to learn how different ADS work. Poor design, faulty or missing data, and other implementation issues can cause automated systems to fail outright or fail to anticipate unexpected circumstances. Resulting service and coverage losses may affect whole populations, and often fall disproportionately on marginalized groups. One screening tool for Medicaid home and community-based services (HCBS) systematically failed to find people with cerebral palsy eligible because coding instructions did not match the eligibility criteria.⁴ In other cases, biased underlying data has led to outcomes that reproduce or even exacerbate historical inequities, such as systems that deny care to Black patients based on historic use data rather than need.⁵
People on Medicaid and other federal entitlement programs have legal protections that, when enforced, can address some of these problems. For example, NHeLP has successfully relied on constitutional due process protections to require states to use “ascertainable standards,” or put simply, to explain the criteria for decisions rather than simply stating the result. We have also challenged the transparency of criteria to determine services and how assessment tools are used in that process. While these tools cannot fully prevent the design and use of bad ADS, they have mitigated harms in a number of states.

Our long history of advocacy has encouraged us to think about preventive advocacy rather than only addressing ADS after they have begun to harm individuals. The broad principles described below outline how to realize the benefits of ADS while minimizing drawbacks. From ensuring meaningful beneficiary input during design to incorporating transparency, effective due process protections, privacy protections, beneficiary outreach, and system oversight after implementation, the principles cover the complexities of building successful ADS.

Each principle is described briefly below. Click on the principle for a more detailed description.

**Principle 1. Transparency** – Those creating ADS must promote transparency across the ADS life cycle phases: devising, contracting, building, operating, and revising.

To build trust in any automated system, states and other entities must create a meaningful stakeholder process, including strong public notice and comment, and public accountability through each developmental phase. Without this input, issues with the system will likely only appear after people lose essential benefits. Tactics to improve transparency could include a commitment to testing for flaws and piloting new ADS with beneficiaries and beneficiary advocacy groups before implementation. Governments can also establish a standing stakeholder advisory committee that prioritizes the participant perspective and provides input before contracting begins. A state’s ongoing commitment to testing and evidence-sharing on ADS outcomes during implementation improves transparency and helps identify problems early.

**Principle 2. Protect Civil Rights** – The use of ADS in entitlement benefits programs, such as Medicaid, must adhere to all civil rights and due process requirements.

Constitutional due process has been interpreted by courts to include a right to have “ascertainable standards” govern entitlement benefits programs. In short, people seeking benefits have a right to know the reasons behind decisions made about their eligibility and benefits so that they can decide whether and how to appeal those decisions. However, ADS often fail to adequately describe the reasons for the outcomes they produce, making it more
difficult for a person to understand and appeal. Claims to proprietary intellectual property by some ADS contractors and Managed Care plans often conflict with due process requirements and further undermine transparency. States implementing ADS in entitlement benefits programs must meet all constitutional due process requirements, including notice, ascertainable standards, and access to fair hearings. ADS for these programs must also adhere to all applicable civil rights protections.11

**Principle 3. User-Focused** – Agencies and vendors designing ADS must center end users’ experiences at all phases of the ADS’ life cycle.

ADS often incorporate population-level data that reduce the complexities and contradictions of individual lives into averages. A successful beneficiary-focused ADS acknowledges these often challenging individual living circumstances by building in mechanisms to accommodate individual complexities, prioritizes timely access to benefits, and minimizes administrative burdens that delay care. A beneficiary-centered ADS integrates users’ perspectives in all phases of design, development, implementation, and revision. The design and testing process should seek (and financially support) active participation from the full range of people who use the program and their advocates. After implementation, clear, easy beneficiary feedback loops help identify problems and inform revisions.

“User experience” includes beneficiaries’ experience interacting with the ADS. A successful ADS is accessible – including plain language interfaces and explanations, appropriate translation and interpreting services, as well as appropriate formats for people with disabilities. It also promotes usability, such as forms pre-filled with available user data, strong standards to protect data privacy, and clear notices to inform beneficiaries how to appeal.12

**Principle 4. Validity** – Agencies must ensure that each ADS accurately and consistently measures what they claim it measures, according to its clearly articulated purpose.

ADS developers should articulate a clear purpose for the ADS at an early stage. Part of the development process must include an analysis to identify potentially confounding factors in the data that may influence outcomes. For example, an ADS that purports to measure someone’s functional needs should not produce outcomes affected by geographic wage differences or setting choice.13 If it is not possible to avoid confounding factors, the articulated purpose should explicitly acknowledge major factors and explain how the ADS will mitigate its effects. Finally, the ADS results and purpose must conform with applicable state and federal laws, regulations, and policies.
Principle 5. Mitigate Bias – Agencies should carefully and regularly review and, as needed, revise their ADS to minimize outcomes that exhibit bias against protected communities and prevent ADS access barriers to needed benefits.

Many ADS used for administering public benefits draw on fundamentally-flawed data that produces biased outcomes. The burden of proof should be on ADS developers and states to show affirmatively that their ADS reduces, or at least does not worsen, disparate impacts on protected classes. While most evidence of disparate impact focuses on race/ethnicity/language, evaluations should also consider disability, socioeconomic status, sexual orientation and gender-identity, age, economic status, and other potentially discriminatory factors. States should look beyond just the data used as input and the automated decision-making logic. They should develop trainings for agency employees and relevant contractors who administer the ADS on strategies to recognize and reduce potential implicit and explicit bias, mitigate potential conflicts of interest, and ensure the ADS supports participants’ legal rights.

Principle 6. Humility & Redundancy – In full awareness of ADS’ practical and fundamental limitations, agencies and vendors should incorporate human oversight and feedback loops to identify and correct expected errors at the individual and, if needed, systemic level.

Creating a beneficiary-centered ADS requires the humility to understand technology's limits and the awareness of the potentially life-changing and long-lasting consequences of improperly denied or delayed benefits. Systems should include well-publicized human oversight and feedback loops such as manual override capabilities and protocols for accessing exceptions processes that can correct mistakes and outliers. ADS oversight tools and reporting requirements should track and flag systemic flaws that can inform progressive ADS revisions.

Conclusion

A more thoughtful, beneficiary-centered approach to identifying and minimizing ADS’ harm is long overdue, especially as use of ADS surges and ADS fairness theories continue to leave out the perspectives and rights of Medicaid and other public program beneficiaries. While we have focused on public benefits programs, many of these principles have broader applications. With careful attention to the above principles, ADS could help reduce inequities in access to public benefits, improve participation, reduce churn, and ultimately improve outcomes for affected individuals. But implementing ADS without careful planning and attention to beneficiary-focused principles reproduces existing biases, increases barriers to services people are eligible to receive, and leads to unfair and inequitable outcomes that serve no one.
Discussion

**Principle 1. Transparency** – Those creating ADS must promote transparency across the ADS life cycle phases: devising, contracting, building, operating, and revising.

To build trust in their ADS, states should create an open process through each phase of the ADS cycle. This commitment to transparency requires repeated stakeholder engagement, public accountability and oversight, and active testing. Perhaps more than anything, states must clearly understand that while algorithms may hold promise to streamline bureaucracy, they also have practical and fundamental limitations.

**Clarify the purpose publicly**

While designing any ADS, states or other developers should clearly articulate the purpose, justification, and scope for each algorithm used in its public benefit programs. The statement of purpose should align with the program’s purpose and objectives and with existing policy and law.

**Seek active, broad, and repeated stakeholder engagement**

A transparent ADS process commits to recurrent engagement with stakeholders, especially stakeholders who use the program. This engagement must include ample opportunities for public notice and comment on both new ADS and periodic efficacy reviews of existing ADS. Unfortunately, meaningful opportunities for public comment on ADS remain quite rare.\(^{17}\) Public comment opportunities should encompass at least:

- The state’s proposal to develop, use, and periodically review an ADS;
- its description of the purpose, target population, potential risks or negative impacts, and evidence supporting the data quality, validity, and reliability, including a plain language version of this information;
- ADS-related requests for proposals; and
- Reports related to the equity impact of an ADS.

States should regularly post Requests for Proposals and any awarded contracts as well as performance reports so the public knows who is vying for these contracts and can investigate their track record in other states to inform public comments. Already implemented ADS should have systems to monitor outcomes, periodically assess their effectiveness, and consider needed changes. Any substantial changes to the ADS should automatically trigger stakeholder engagement, including a public notice and comment process.
While public notice and comment is necessary, effective stakeholder input must go further. States could also convene a standing stakeholder advisory group with potentially affected beneficiary representatives who can help state officials judge what access barriers the ADS might cause for people seeking benefits. An advisory group allows members to share their perspective as end users while gaining expertise in the bureaucracy and technical side of ADS. A successful body must include compensation for beneficiaries’ time and insight.\textsuperscript{18} For example, California holds quarterly user testing with consumer advocates to test updates to the state’s online single, streamlined application system. The ongoing meetings have helped ensure compliance with state and federal laws, as well as the usability of the functions for consumers. Of course, advisory groups with only token beneficiary representation, that lack real influence, or that require in-depth expertise without support or access to necessary information, often likely do more harm than good.

Additionally, vetting new or revamped ADS with end users can help identify weaknesses. When Missouri officials allowed legal aid advocates to preview a proposed assessment tool, the advocates quickly identified numerous coding flaws that would render thousands of users ineligible.\textsuperscript{19} Similarly, sharing sample notices including the ADS populated fields and options with a beneficiary stakeholder group can highlight confusing or unclear explanations as well as accessibility concerns. As with advisory groups, beneficiaries and legal advocates should not bear all the burden of finding problems in a proposed ADS and should receive adequate compensation for their work. States should build stakeholder testing into the ADS budget alongside other routine testing for statistical validity (accuracy), reliability (consistency), and potential disproportionate impact.

\textbf{States must provide evidence of an ADS’s efficacy and outcomes}

Finally, states should publicly share the evidence that supports an ADS’ validity and reliability before implementation. In Medicaid, states often borrow tools from other states or purchase off-the-shelf private products that may not be appropriate for the target population.\textsuperscript{20} The ADS development process should explicitly address whether a borrowed or bought product can validly apply in a different place or program. Any identified issues must be addressed and tested \textit{before} deploying it.

Transparent ADS design and implementation would make available all supporting and critical studies during development, alongside explanatory justifications for moving forward. Testing a new ADS against existing standards to evaluate potential implementation impacts should be standard practice. And finally, the design must include reporting mechanisms for future validity and reliability tests of the ADS after implementation. This includes regular reliability tests for
human operators of ADS as well as using utilization and eligibility data to track positive and negative outcomes over time. Ongoing stratified reporting can help train algorithms and ensure they are not disproportionately affecting beneficiaries.

Principle 2. Protect Civil Rights – The use of ADS in entitlement benefits programs, such as Medicaid, must adhere to all civil rights and due process requirements.

Too often, people seeking access to public benefits are denied without knowing why. Medicaid advocates have used constitutional due process arguments to force greater transparency and protections for such individuals. Appropriate notice and clear communication of the reasons for a decision are fundamental to proper administration of an ADS throughout the benefits process. Too often, notices include indecipherable references to scored results or ADS outcomes that fail to clearly explain why an individual has been found ineligible for a Medicaid program or services.

For example, a person denied care may simply be told the results of the ADS without any information about what factor(s) actually triggered the denial, which may discourage them from appealing the denial. For example, if a notice simply states an applicant’s income was too high without specifying the calculated income, the applicant would not be able to tell whether the determination was based on accurate data. Even if a person learns about how a decision was made, they may have no viable avenue to challenge the assumptions or bases of the decision making tool if those assumptions are secret. In some cases, MCOs have shielded detailed explanations from enrollees by claiming the results are proprietary information. Such arguments should be given little weight given the compelling interest beneficiaries have to receive needed benefits in a timely way.21 Simply put, notices must include plain-language explanations of how an ADS system arrived at a decision or outcome, and what is the data that led to that decision.

States must consider and build in such transparency and oversight into contracts with ADS developers. Even if a state agrees to clarify notice explanations, technological limitations of an ADS can get in the way. Some ADS were not designed to facilitate audits or troubleshooting. Even simple reports may be impossible, let alone more systemic evaluations like disparate impact analysis. Putting in place needed changes after ADS implementation can be expensive, especially compared to costs of building such features into the system from the beginning.

Return to summary.
Principle 3. User-Focused – Agencies and vendors designing ADS must center end users’ experiences at all phases of the ADS life cycle.

From design and procurement through implementation and ongoing monitoring, ADS must center and be responsive to the individuals who will ultimately use the benefits. These systems can profoundly shape people’s lives and futures, and their design should reflect that reality. Policy approaches need to anticipate how ADS can harm timely access to services and introduce bias, and minimize those delays or failures. Design should not center on the “typical” user, but rather on the breadth of lived experiences of all its users and how they typically interact with the benefits program. A successful ADS will also attend to each individual with their own characteristics and health needs and accommodate unusual circumstances by allowing for overrides, exceptions, and similar interventions.

For example, the Affordable Care Act included policies intended to simplify user experience with the system while expanding the pathways to accessing services.22 It established eligibility standards that advanced no-wrong door access to health coverage benefits. It reformed the application and redetermination process such that, where possible, states must automatically renew eligibility if possible and if not, must pre-fill forms with already available beneficiary information. The ACA approached eligibility and enrollment in relevant programs with a focus on processes “structured to maximize an applicant’s ability to complete the form satisfactorily, taking into account the characteristics of the individuals who qualify for [applicable programs].”23 The ACA also removed some asset tests that created administrative hurdles to eligibility, prohibits questions not relevant to the eligibility determination on the application, and limits how often states can conduct redeterminations.

Despite the ACA’s efforts to strengthen usability standards, ADS for eligibility determinations often fail to meet, let alone exceed, that bar. Stakeholder testing and feedback during the design phase, as described above under Principle 1, could provide valuable information about how an ADS will affect users and can help identify problems before launch. Other tactics such as testing notices and communications for easy readability similarly emphasize the ADS’ user interface. Such policies can facilitate access to benefits for those who qualify, and set the stage for a beneficiary-centered approach to automation. At the other end, building in redundancies and clear pathways to appeal, described in Principle 6, can ensure that outlier cases where an individual falls through cracks in an ADS’s logic do not lead to access barriers.
This “user-focused” principle encompasses the notion that ADS must be accessible across diverse user populations. System tests should demonstrate that they work not only on computers, but also on mobile devices, which many beneficiaries primarily use for internet access. All platforms, including electronic, paper, and telephonic, platforms must be accessible to people with disabilities and people with limited English proficiency. A whole range of practices fall under this principle, ranging from providing translated documents and oral interpreting services to readability tests. As described in Principle 1, beneficiary involvement is often key to success in fulfilling this principle of accessible ADS design and deployment.

Language and communication access must be provided consistent with all relevant civil rights laws, including Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, §§ 504 and 508 of the Rehabilitation Act, and § 1557 of the Affordable Care Act. That means ADS for public benefits and any related communications, instructions, or information related must be accessible to beneficiaries with limited English proficiency and people with disabilities. For example, a translation of a functional assessment must be completed by culturally competent translators (and ideally field tested by users with limited English proficiency) to ensure that the questions have the same meaning and will elicit the same type of response. Machine translation (also called automated translation software) should be discouraged. If used, it must be reviewed for accuracy by qualified translators. Interpreters must be readily available for any individual who requires that support. Websites and other information and communication technologies should conform to current content accessibility standards, such as the Worldwide Web Consortium's Web Accessibility Initiative's Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) and include information in relevant non-English languages to help people with disabilities and people with limited English proficiency understand how to request communication assistance.

In addition to robust usability testing and minimally required accessibility, people with disabilities and people with limited English proficiency need to have access to meaningful assistance and accommodations to navigate the system. A person with intellectual disabilities may struggle to understand the system even if it has passed a general accessibility test. In another example, a person may need assistance understanding written language or certain terminology depending on their background or disabilities.

If a system accepts documents from participants for input into the ADS, instructions must clearly detail accepted formats and instructions. Those formats should include options commonly available to those who rely on mobile devices. For example, a picture of a document could suffice to verify income or address, particularly for providing supporting evidence such as a bank statement or utility bill. Too often, systems winnow people out by
sheer frustration with onerous documentation requirements, lack of customer support, or overly restrictive compatibility requirements. An ADS that abides by this beneficiary-centered principle would look for mechanisms to maintain program integrity that do not subvert access to benefits.

**Principle 4. Validity** – Agencies must ensure that each ADS accurately and consistently measures what they claim it should measure, according to its clearly articulated purpose.

In practice, ADS often do not do what contractors say they do. State systems are often adapted – or simply borrowed – from research or commercial products that had a different original purpose, asked slightly different questions, or drew on data from a different context. Any entity seeking to use ADS for benefit administration should detail the purpose and scope of the proposed ADS. Designers should define and carefully review the data sources that inform their algorithms to account for any confounding factors, known deficiencies, or inequities. The standards set forth in the original design documents, contracts, and business rules should reflect the intended purpose, function, standards, quality control mechanisms, and other necessary aspects of the ADS.

Consider Medicaid HCBS functional assessment tools, which generally purport to measure an individual’s cognitive, social, and physical abilities. The Supports Intensity Scale (SIS), one widespread Medicaid HCBS assessment tool, claims to “assess and describe the pattern and intensity of supports an individual needs to have in order to meet the demands of their environment.” In some states, SIS informs individual’s service budgets. But translating functional acuity into service allocation is a complicated process that incorporates much more than just an individual’s functional needs. Resource allocation models may implicitly or explicitly factor in geographic variation in wages, varying settings costs for similar care, or the availability of unpaid informal caregivers. If a resource allocation ADS does not appropriately account for these variables, it may produce results that, for example, improperly compel family to provide unpaid supports, and unfairly penalize individuals who have no family to help them or who live in a more expensive region in the state. More broadly, budget models based on historic utilization data may simply reproduce the underfunded HCBS programs of the past. North Carolina advocates have brought multiple cases involving the use of the SIS, fighting the reliance on the assessment along with the accompanying budgeting tools, including whether they were used to impose across-the-board service reductions that failed to consider certain important factors. Mismeasurement is one of the most common ways that ADS introduce and simultaneously mask bias and discrimination.
Some measurement errors in eligibility systems are simply the product of poor coding or logistical oversights. In Arkansas, simple coding errors led to the accidental miscategorization of individuals with cerebral palsy and diabetes into lower need groups, leading to service cuts.31 Such errors can seriously affect individuals, but can be impossible to detect if the underlying data and model are unavailable. An open, intentional design process can help minimize such risks.

In some cases, an algorithm may produce results that misalign with state or federal laws and regulations on eligibility or due process, thus leading to erroneous outcomes. For example, when Wisconsin automated a system to determine whether Medicaid HCBS waiver enrollees met the regulatory definition of having an intellectual or developmental disability (IDD), hundreds of people received termination notices. Advocates quickly identified that the new screening tool was misclassifying people with cerebral palsy and similar conditions as not meeting the federal definition.32

Finally, some ADS outcomes may be the result of bad faith design and may be implemented as part of a larger set of policy changes designed to cut back on benefits. Created under the banner of increased efficiency and objectivity, the underlying rationale behind the implementation of an ADS may instead prioritize cost-savings at the expense of beneficiaries’ needs. Utilization management tools may weigh financial factors over widely accepted clinical criteria.33 The use of ADS may reflect successful efforts by sales-people or lobbyists’ claims about its purported benefits. Systems originally built to target fraud may end up being used as data sources for eligibility or service-authorization decisions.34 Adapting an ADS to a purpose for which it was not designed or tested can result in harm to beneficiaries.

Therefore, government officials need to articulate both the need for an ADS and its underlying purpose, as described in Principle 1. Was it developed to cut costs? Was it developed by a rural health clinic and is now being applied much more broadly? Or was it developed in response to research that identified certain correlations among a study population and expanded to an ADS for clinical purposes? What assumptions were included in the identified need and purpose? Much like any scientific study, examining the original question or hypothesis itself can reveal potential sources of bias.

Return to summary.
Principle 5. Mitigate Bias – Agencies should carefully and regularly review and, as needed, revise their ADS to minimize outcomes that exhibit bias against protected communities and prevent ADS access barriers to needed benefits.

Health care has a long and checkered history of egregious biases resulting from practices that centered the white, male, heteronormative experience while pathologizing others. Biases have been documented in everything from data collection to research methodologies, diagnostic tools, and accessing care. Is it a coincidence that research journals with little staff diversity produce a dearth of studies explicitly assessing racism’s direct effects on health?

Unsurprisingly, ADS (and the underlying data they use) too often also discriminate against people the health care system has historically marginalized. Cloaked by neutral sounding terms like standardization and automation, ADS may appear to reduce bias by masking the capriciousness of human decision-makers. But humans design and implement every ADS, and their decisions shape every outcome. For example, a machine algorithm intended to help radiologists find anomalies in chest x-rays systemically underdiagnosed young women, Black and Latinx patients, and people on Medicaid. Researchers attributed the bias to a clinical history of underdiagnosis in the underlying data amplified by the training algorithm. Even if such systemic biases ADS reproduce go unnoticed, their disproportionate effects cannot be missed. In addition to the discretionary and potentially based decisions humans make in designing and building ADS, these systems often rely on standardization, which will always work for some and not others, and which will more often fail people in unusual circumstances.

Put onus on developers to prove their ADS does not discriminate

Due to the pervasiveness of bias in data systems, the whole life cycle of ADS development, procurement, and implementation must anticipate the potential for discriminatory outcomes. No one should assume that ADS are neutral. Rather, the developers should have to provide clear evidence their systems do not discriminate, such as through an ADS equity impact analysis; although current examples of these often have limitations. Such an analysis must be transparent and replicable based on available data and processes. Not only should developers publicly document the validity and reliability testing of any new ADS, but they should test the new ADS against existing protocols to measure potential disproportionate outcomes. If this requires a data collection system that can capture the target population’s key demographic information, then a mechanism to collect and analyze that data must precede implementation of the new ADS.

Similarly, if an ADS relies on underlying data or methodologies with known discriminatory effects, such as the Quality-Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) metrics that are often used in
comparative effectiveness research but have been found to undervalue the quality of life of people with disabilities, such deficiencies should be eliminated before implementation.\textsuperscript{43} The methodology of such corrections and related testing must also be transparent.

After implementation, ongoing active monitoring of the reliability, accuracy and equitable impacts of a new ADS should continue. Any errors, bias, or limitations identified should be publicly posted, discussed, and mitigated through revisions. ADS contracts must include provisions requiring immediate or ongoing system change orders (rather than waiting until the next contract period) for instances of systemic bias. Pending ADS revisions, any notices of benefits decisions using that ADS should include descriptions of its known problems.

**Incorporate broad demographic data collection**

We recognize the centrality of race, ethnicity, and preferred language in any analysis of bias in ADS, but developers should also examine additional demographic characteristics. Data collection, research, and analysis of public benefit systems shows pervasive evidence of discrimination across multiple identities including race and ethnicity; language; disability; age; sexual orientation, gender identity, and sex characteristics (SOGISC); as well as other factors.\textsuperscript{44} Unfortunately, systematic collection of broader demographic data for entitlement benefits programs remains far from routine.

Often, the standards for data collection do not capture key information necessary to identify groups subject to bias. For example, many health care algorithms ask about sex and gender by way of a binary question: is a patient “male” or “female”?\textsuperscript{45} Binary sex classifications inherently suppress information about some individuals by erasing the identities of transgender and non-binary individuals.\textsuperscript{46} This also fails to capture information about people whose sex development or traits may not conform with “male” or “female,” including people who are intersex. Due to such shortcomings, transgender, non-binary, and intersex people remain largely invisible. It comes as no surprise that they also represent some of the most medically underserved populations in the U.S.\textsuperscript{47} Without dedicated efforts to create and improve ADS to capture a broader, more inclusive, array of demographic characteristics, systems miss the opportunity to identify important disparities – including compound disparities experienced by people who belong to multiple marginalized groups.

Targeted interventions to build a more equitable and responsive health system for transgender and non-binary individuals depends on that basic demographic data collection, but only if adequate privacy protections and use restrictions are in place.\textsuperscript{48} Such protections become even more important as some state and local governments enact transphobic policies and have even sought individualized data on gender changes.\textsuperscript{49} In such a climate, responsible data
collection must clearly inform participants of its specific purposes, limit uses to those that specifically advance health equity for trans and non-binary people either individually or generally (as in the study of population health), prohibit uses that target or exclude individuals on the basis of demographic traits, and clearly explain the safeguards that prevent abuse to allow people to feel more comfortable sharing their demographic data.50

For now, only a few federal and state agencies are collecting SOGISC data, and variable collection methods produce inconsistent data that can hinder accurate application processing, quality monitoring, and how health disparities are addressed.51 A recent National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine report details how state Medicaid agencies or Medicaid managed care plans could best collect SOGISC data in a consistent form.52 Other federal committees have weighed in on the importance of protecting and de-identifying demographic data, including unique risks for some LGBTQI+ people.53 The Federal Committee on Statistical Methodology has created a Data Protection Toolkit to provide some best practices, including creating data tiers that restrict access to more individualized data for only specific researchers and research purposes.54 While a uniform requirement that public benefits programs collect and protect SOGISC data may remain a ways off, actively addressing these privacy concerns will be essential to build community trust and encourage people to self-report their demographic data. Realizing the potential benefits of making health disparities visible will depend on earning that trust.

Disability and reproductive health data collections also share similar concerns related to data protection and risks of re-identification that could lead to targeting.55

**Promote Independent, conflict-free assessment of individual needs**

ADS design and implementation should minimize effects from financial incentives, including limiting conflicts-of-interest and avoiding incentives that reward limiting access to a benefit or program. Misguided financial incentives can range from provider self-enrichment to over-emphasis on fraud detection that depresses enrollment to managed care companies seeking profit by denying care indiscriminately. Financial incentives for system performance metrics may value processing speed over accuracy, leading to more frequent errors. System design may make such incentives or their impacts hard to see. A state may neglect or decline to build checks or audit trail capabilities such that financial malfeasance becomes difficult to track.

Unfortunately, existing federal conflict-of-interest protections do not anticipate all the possible incentive imbalances. For example, in Medicaid HCBS, functional assessment conflict-of-interest protections generally prevent providers from assessing individuals for whom they provide services – to protect against overuse of services. Other types of conflict-of-interest,
such as a managed care companies’ potential financial benefit from denying or reducing authorized services, receive much less regulatory oversight.\textsuperscript{56} Many managed care plans assess their own enrollees to determine care needs. It is hardly uncommon to find reports suggesting managed care plans have arbitrarily denied or cut back on services for enrollees with disabilities.\textsuperscript{57} A participant-focused ADS committed to eliminating bias would broaden and strengthen conflict-of-interest protections to encompass these and other potential financial incentives that could affect ADS outcomes.

**Train the operators to reduce discrimination**

Few ADS are fully automated, and implicit and explicit bias have been documented in the workers who administer public benefit programs.\textsuperscript{58} Part of ADS oversight must track performance of workers running the assessments, processing the applications, and authorizing new services. They must receive appropriate training and testing to maximize their accuracy, reliability, and ability to communicate with and appropriately answer beneficiaries’ questions.

In some cases, the structure of teams using ADS can affect reliability. For example, one report of the SIS HCBS assessment in Virginia and Oregon found tremendous differences in who conducted the assessment. Virginia used over 500 case managers with minimal training to administer the assessment tool, while Oregon gave that responsibility to a small, highly trained team of officials who focused exclusively on assessments.\textsuperscript{59} This difference generated far more consistent assessment results with the smaller team, even though both states used the same tool. Such consistency is necessary for an ADS, but it alone does not equate to ADS fairness or efficiency. Consistency from automation is often associated not with eliminating bias, but with trading the possibility of human bias with a guarantee of systemic bias.\textsuperscript{60}

The ADS design and procurement process should clearly delineate which employees will implement various aspects of the system and how their roles shape outcomes for the people seeking benefits. Any plan to administer an ADS should include regular training in how to administer the tool as well as how to recognize implicit bias. Workers must be able to answer common beneficiary questions, such as why the information is needed, how their data may be used, and what privacy protections are in place to protect their data. While providing beneficiaries with the information they need to make informed decisions is paramount, staff discomfort can also create a barrier to collecting demographic data.\textsuperscript{61} Confusion over requested information may otherwise impair data accuracy. Workers using ADS should be periodically evaluated not only for consistency but also for their familiarity with how to deal with unusual situations. Such atypical situations often cause individuals to fall through the bureaucratic cracks and end up not receiving benefits they should.
Principle 6. Humility & Redundancy – In full awareness of ADS’ practical and fundamental limitations, agencies and vendors should incorporate human oversight and feedback loops to identify and correct expected errors at the individual and, if needed, systemic level.

We should never expect a given ADS to make the right decision for all individuals all the time. These systems depend on statistical modeling, imperfect data, and written rules geared toward “typical” situations that may overlook exceptional circumstances. Modeling and standardization by definition miss at least some cases—otherwise tools would simply enumerate the conditions of every single person. Errors in ADS coding or data analysis are all too common, and bias infiltrates both system design and implementation. ADS development should start from the assumption that some people’s complex living situations will not fit within the ADS’ model. Operating from that assumption, policies should focus on the legally required protective processes to ensure those individual “outliers” are identified, get accommodated quickly, and that their situations get incorporated into subsequent ADS review and revisions.

Part of designing the ADS must include a feedback system to identify, track, and later address problems or issues that arise in the field. For example, a system built on data from a different region or populations may not properly assess people’s experiences in the new region, population, or program. Creating an ombuds function with the dual responsibilities to help people understand and navigate the ADS and to collect and report on common problems it identifies could help address such issues. Another approach could involve periodically interviewing users (both enrollees and people who received denials) as well as ADS administrators to identify common problems and outliers, the quality of user experience, and potential biases. Whatever approaches developers may use, there should be a process in place before and after implementation to compile such feedback as part of periodic ADS review and revision.

What does it look like to create room for being human? It could be adding points in the system where a person can indicate “other” or “unsure” rather than answering a yes/no question that makes it impossible to complete the process. States should clearly specify who can make a change after an ADS error or oversight, and how beneficiaries can reach that person. Clear policies must delineate how much weight an ADS result carries and how it shapes service authorization. A binding assessment ADS result should raise red flags. If the ADS is considered a guideline, how do care managers discuss the system’s outputs or results with beneficiaries accessing services without unduly influencing the outcome? The role for human intervention extends through a robust notice and appeals processes.
In addition to the meaningful, informative notices discussed in Principle 3, there must be a clear, easily accessible, and well publicized exceptions process. Public benefit programs with due process protections, such as Medicaid, should require that exceptions process have all of those constitutional protections. Any exceptions process must include the ability to examine the decision and rationale behind the decision, and a person must have an opportunity to show that despite the outcomes produced by the ADS, they meet the criteria for a service or procedure. The exceptions process should define clear timelines, including a timeline for a decision with all accompanying due process rights.

Incorrect decisions or bias in ADS may not be completely preventable, but harm from those errors or bias is preventable, or at least redressable in a timely manner. Perfecting ADS may not be possible, but protecting people is.

Return to summary.
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